STEM Success

CSU Board of Trustees Chair Rebecca Eisen came to Cal Poly Pomona to talk about the CSU’s Graduation Initiative and get a closer look at the campus’ academic programs and sites.

Eisen’s first day on campus included a van tour of Spadra Farm and Campus South, the former Lanterman property, and a one-on-one meeting with President Soraya M. Coley. She also heard from the deans of the colleges of engineering and science, as well as students and Professor Steve Alas, director of the Science Educational Enhancement Services program, about efforts to maintain the success of STEM students.
Coastal Resource: Jeremy Claisse
*Polycentric*

The oil rigs scattered along the southern California coast are not known for their aesthetic beauty. But hidden below the surface, the mass of pipes, girders and industrial functionality harbor something unexpected — stunning reefs teeming with fish and other ocean wildlife. The platforms support thriving underwater ecosystems.
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**College of Science in the News**

Dr. Peter Arensburger of Department of Biological Sciences and CEMaST
Featured in 'CSU Tested and Proven Magazine'

Dr. Andrew Steele of the Department of Biological Sciences was quoted in 'TheScientist!'

Mich Hamlin on Chancellor’s Website - ‘Cal Poly Pomona Gave Mich Hamlin the Support and Stability He Needed to Thrive’

'Computer Science Major, Joe Needleman, Held the First
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**IMPORTANT UPCOMING DATES**

Winter 2017 General Registration
October 31 – November 18

2/4 Year Pledge Application Deadline
Friday, November 18

Priority Registration Documentation Submission Deadline
Thursday, December 1

Winter 2017 Fees
Friday, December 2

2016 Fall Finals
December 5 – December 9
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**UNIVERSITY EVENTS**

11/15 Toy Drive
11/15 Blood Drive
11/18 Transportation Seminar

---

**Share Your News and Events With Us**

If you have news to share this is a great place to do it! Please submit news and events to sci_news@cpp.edu. We will submit your news and events to the College of Science events page, newsletter, and social media outlets. Keep your colleagues informed by keeping us informed!
Passcode Cup Capture the Flag Challenge' - The Atlantic

Dr. Matthew Povich and The Milky Way Project - Featured on KPCC - 'Cal Poly Pomona needs your help mapping the Milky Way'

New Grants and Awards

**Steve Alas (PI), Department of Biological Sciences,**
CSU Sacramento Foundation/National Science Foundation,

**Jill Alder-Moore (PI), Department of Biological Sciences,**

**Jeremy Claisse (PI), Department of Biological Sciences,**

**Jascha Polet, (PI), Department of Geological Sciences,**

**Alexander Rudolph (PI), Department of Physics and Astronomy,**

**Andrew Steele (PI), Department of Biological Sciences,**
The UC-CSU Knowledge Action Network for Transformative Climate and Sustainability Education and Action is looking for CSU instructors to be part of a network and team that will work on this issue between December 2016 and September 2017.

Participants can be from any academic discipline, and staff with a teaching role as well as faculty are encouraged to apply. The deadline for preferred consideration is Sunday, November 13, at midnight. For more information, click the button below.